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Automatic sampler for fix installation :  universal sampler ASP297
The universal sampler is available with product specific inlet pipes for powdery and granular 
products. Construction of product touching parts in stainless steel 1.4301, electro polished.
Mounting flange pipe for welding in standard steel ST3712, primed and finishing vanish in 
RAL5015.Optional assembly. Motor with drive can be turned by 90°. Sampling screw open for 
cleaning on the face side. The shaft extension between outlet and drive is closed so that within 
the product sampler dead angles are avoided. Operation with the control ASP212/S guarantees 
best possible operation. 

Technical changes in the sense of technological progress reserved at all times !

Dimensions
Motor: 
3x230/400V/50Hz
(others on request)
screw speed 
30 U/min

kW
   screw ∅ pipe ∅

a b c d e f

0.18 45 54 160 54 80 656
0.18 61 70 160 70 80 656

Product sampling for powdery and granular bulk material is a matter of trust.
A sample is only representative if it represents an average of the product. For the solution of 
this problem we offer samplers with either manual or automatic operation for flowery
products up to cubical bulk material with particle sizes of 12mm as a maximum.

Manual:
Manual samplers in two different lengths. Construction in light metal for easiest cleaning.
Close the product sampler and stick it into the bulk material, turn the handle and the sampler 
will open. Due to the shifted order of the sampling slots the sample will represent a product 
avage. For the complete emptying of the sampler the handle has to be opened. For exten-
sive cleaning the product sampler can easily be taken apart.

Type length    diameter  weight      sample        openings
APNS06 1,5m 40mm 1,55kg ca 400g 8
APNS06 2,0m 40mm 2,1kg ca 400g 8
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Samplers - manual/automatic




